
Dear Assemblymember Powell,

In Harlem, the injustices of NY State prisons are magnified as our community members 
are disproportionately pulled into the prison system.

So the denial of basic HIV & Hep C care to inmates by DOCS hurts our community. 
Inmates spend their sentences under substandard prison care. They're denied testing 
and access to crucial meds, leading to treatment failure and ultimately, death. After 
release, ex-inmates and their home communities are left to deal with the ravages of 
unchecked HIV & Hep C, on top of other survival pressures.

DOCS has shown that it is unwilling and unable to provide adequate health care to New 
York State inmates. DOCS has deepened the AIDS and Hep C crisis and stymied 
prevention and treatment efforts.

The NYS Assembly Health Committee has planned an upcoming hearing on DOCS 
health care, and on DOH's responsibility in addressing this public health crisis. We urge 

you to demand: HOLD THE HEARING IN HARLEM, not way downtown 
and out of reach. Your constituents need a local, accessible chance to hold DOCS & DOH 
accountable, and to make change.

Sincerely,

(name & address)

Dear Assemblymember Gottfried,

In Harlem, the injustices of NY State prisons are magnified as our community members 
are disproportionately pulled into the prison system.

So the denial of basic HIV & Hep C care to inmates by DOCS hurts our community. 
Inmates spend their sentences under substandard prison care. They're denied testing 
and access to crucial meds, leading to treatment failure and ultimately, death. After 
release, ex-inmates and their home communities are left to deal with the ravages of 
unchecked HIV & Hep C, on top of other survival pressures.

DOCS has shown that it is unwilling and unable to provide adequate health care to New 
York State inmates. DOCS has deepened the AIDS and Hep C crisis and stymied 
prevention and treatment efforts.

We're glad you've planned an upcoming hearing on DOCS health care, and on DOH's 

responsibility in addressing this public health crisis. But we urge you to HOLD THE 
HEARING IN HARLEM, not downtown & out of reach. We need a local, 
accessible chance to hold DOCS & DOH accountable, and to make change.

Sincerely,

(name & address)

Dear Assemblymember Wright,

In Harlem, the injustices of NY State prisons are magnified as our community members 
are disproportionately pulled into the prison system.

So the denial of basic HIV & Hep C care to inmates by DOCS hurts our community. 
Inmates spend their sentences under substandard prison care. They're denied testing 
and access to crucial meds, leading to treatment failure and ultimately, death. After 
release, ex-inmates and their home communities are left to deal with the ravages of 
unchecked HIV & Hep C, on top of other survival pressures.

DOCS has shown that it is unwilling and unable to provide adequate health care to New 
York State inmates. DOCS has deepened the AIDS and Hep C crisis and stymied 
prevention and treatment efforts.

The NYS Assembly Health Committee has planned an upcoming hearing on DOCS 
health care, and on DOH's responsibility in addressing this public health crisis. We urge 

you to demand: HOLD THE HEARING IN HARLEM, not way downtown 
and out of reach. Your constituents need a local, accessible chance to hold DOCS & DOH 
accountable, and to make change.

Sincerely,

(name & address)

Tell the State Assembly:

Hold the hearing in Harlem!

PRISON INJUSTICES
HURT HARLEM!

Direct action to end the AIDS crisis:
www.actupny.org


